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OVERVIEW OF OPERATIONS

The objective of this cruise is to map the electrical conductivity of the Santa Cruz Basin seafloor, in water 1000–1900 m
deep offshore Long Beach (Figure 1). A seismic bottom-simulating reflector (BSR) has been observed in this area,
and since BSRs are often associated with gas hydrate our goal is to map any occurrence of hydrate in the sediments
through their increased electrical resistivity. We utilized the controlled-source electromagnetic method (CSEM), in
which an electric transmitter is towed close to the seafloor broadcasting to seafloor electric/magnetic field recorders.
This standard approach was supplemented by an array of electric field recorders (“Vulcans”) towed at fixed offset
behind the transmitter. The work was carried out off the R.V. New Horizon out of the Nimitz Marine Facility, Point
Loma, between the 23rd and 29th June 2014.
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Figure 1. Map showing offshore basins in the South-
ern California area. Nimitz Marine Facility is the
home port for Scripps vessels.

The general setup of the operation is shown in Figure 2. A deep-towed EM transmitter (SUESI – Figure 4) is towed
50-100 m above the seafloor using the 0.680” coaxial deeptow cable. At a distance of 600 m behind the transmitter
is an EM receiver (Vulcan – Figure 4), with three more Vulcan instruments spaced at 200 m intervals behind the
first. The strength member for the array is a single 1,000 m length kevlar reinforced communication cable from the
transmitter to the Vulcans, allowing us to monitor the depths of the array in real time. Everything except SUESI is
trimmed close to neutrally buoyant, a few kilograms positive at most. There is a 5 kg mass on the final transponder
which can be released acoustically in an emergency. Two surface paravanes towed behind the vessel (Figure 3) are
used to acoustically triangulate on the deeptow transmitter and tail transponder (our “Barracuda” inverted long baseline
navigation system – Figure 3). We also deployed 20 of our standard seafloor electric/magnetic field recorders along
the tow lines, and one seafloor current meter.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the towed array used for this project.
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Figure 3. Left: Barracuda long baseline acoustic navigation for deeptowed transmitters. Right: Barracuda system
paravane (acoustic system is not shown, but is suspended 2 m below the vane).

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS

The Barracuda navigation system provides a reliable alternative to the standard ultra short baseline (USBL) acoustic
systems used by industry. The disadvantages of USBL systems are (i) they are not currently permanently installed on
SIO vessels (the new vessel, the R.V. Sally Ride will be the first exception) and portable systems are expensive to rent,
(ii) they require extensive calibration in order to achieve the required accuracy, (iii) they require the addition of one (or
two) trained operators, (iv) they are limited to water depths and slant ranges of a few kilometers, (v) the large layback
of the Vulcan array makes navigating the far end of the array difficult.

The Barracuda system works by having a long base line (LBL) acoustic ranging system on SUESI which pings to
acoustic transponders installed on both paravanes. Ranges (travel times of replies) are telemetered the vessel in real
time. The paravanes have installed GPS receivers and radio modems and also telemeter their positions to the vessel
in real time. Combined with data from the depth sensor on SUESI, the transmitter can be triangulated with a single
ambiguity (it is either in front of the barracudas or behind them – which is easy to resolve since it is always behind the
vessel). A relay transponder on the far end of the Vulcan array triggers the paravane acoustics with its reply, allowing
it also to be navigated (the relay transponder contains a recording depth gauge).

The Barracuda system worked well on this cruise, although fouling of the paravanes with drifting kelp was an issue.

Figure 4. Left: Vulcan instrument being deployed. Note the split in the towing cable, which allows the instrument to
be clipped in rapidly without transferring any load. Right: The SUESI deeptowed transmitter.
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Our SUESI (Scripps Undersea Electromagnetic Source Instrument) is towed close to the seafloor using a standard
UNOLS 0.680” (17 mm) coaxial deep tow cable. Power is delivered via the tow cable from a topside power supply
that converts ship’s 3-phase power to 2000 V at a frequency of 400 Hz which is stabilized by a GPS clock signal. In
SUESI the high voltage power is transformed to 40 VAC, rectified, and switched using IGBT modules. The output
waveform is a custom, compact binary signal that has 1–2 decades of usable frequencies, and is synchronized using the
GPS stabilized 400 Hz power signal. Maximum output current is 500 A zero to peak, but on the smaller transmission
antennas used for hydrate studies we are limited to 200–300 A. A frequency shift keyed (FSK) 9,600 baud bidirectional
communication signal is overlain on the power transmission and allows SUESI navigation data (depth, altitude, water
sound velocity, Barracuda data), operational information (input voltage, output voltage, output current, temperature
throughout the system), and Vulcan telemetry (see below) to be monitored in real time. We can also issue commands
to set operation parameters and synchronize the output on the minute.

In this project we used a neutrally buoyant 100 m transmission antenna with an output current of about 205 A with
a fundamental frequency of 0.5 Hz. SUESI worked well this project except that we lost 5 hours to swapping out a
near antenna that failed mechanically at the frame mount, a consequence of poor design (since rectified) and the large
number of turns required by this survey.

Figure 5. Left: Seafloor instruments secured to deck for transit. Right: Seafloor instrument being deployed (on a
previous cruise).

Seafloor electromagnetic recorders: The Scripps ocean-bottom electromagnetic (OBEM) recorder measures electric
field on orthogonal 10 m dipole antennas terminated with silver–silver chloride electrodes and magnetic fields on
orthogonal custom induction coils. The induction coils are wound with aluminum instead of copper to save weight.
Noise floors at 1 Hz are 0.2 nV/m/

√
Hz and 0.1 pT/

√
Hz respectively. 24-bit data are recorded on flash cards, and for

this project we operated the instruments with a sampling rate of 125 Hz. The instruments are deployed using a 200 kg
concrete anchor, sinking to the seafloor at about 60 m/minute, and are acoustically released at the end of deployment,
rising to the surface at about 20 m/minute. Recovery is assisted by a stray-line buoy instrumented with flashing light,
GPS receiver, and radio modem. Orientation on the seafloor is recorded using an external compass/tiltmeter mounted
on the instrument frame as far from the distorting influence of the induction coils as possible. Timing is achieved by a
temperature corrected low power crystal accurate to a few parts in 109, or a few milliseconds per day. OBEM clocks
are started prior to deployment using GPS and drift is recorded on recovery.

The seafloor instruments performed very well. The only data lost were are result of the analog batteries on the
instrument at site 10 not being fully charged with the result that the instrument only collected one day of data. This
was a consequence of having to prepare the instrument systems during the previous cruise out of Newport, Oregon,
and loading them onto the New Horizon the day they were trucked back to San Diego.

The Vulcan system was developed to replace or supplement the OBEM recorders, especially in areas where near-
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seafloor shallow structure was of interest. They record 3 axes of electric field using the same recording system as
the OBEM instruments in a neutrally buoyant package. Horizontal inline fields are recorded on a 2 m dipole, while
horizontal crossline and vertical fields are recorded on 1 m dipoles. The crossline field allows a total field magnitude
to be calculated, but otherwise is a null measurement in an ideal dipole geometry. The vertical field is useful for total
field calculations, but is also particularly sensitive to lateral changes in seafloor electrical resistivity.

The Vulcan instruments contain Paroscientific precision pressure (depth) gauges along with pitch/roll/heading sensors,
in order to determine navigation and orientation. These data are time stamped and recorded internally, but also
telemetered to SUESI using a custom, multi-drop serial communication protocol over a twisted pair of copper wires in
the towing cable. SUESI passes the navigation data up to the vessel.

Four Vulcan systems were used on this project at 200 m intervals between 600 m and 1200 m behind SUESI, sampling
at 250 Hz. All Vulcan system worked flawlessly on this project.

We also deployed a seafloor current meter in the center of the array near site 11. This instrument records orthogonal
components of water current about 1 m above the seafloor every one second with a precision of 0.1 cm/second, and
worked well.

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS

We mobilized the vessel on 20 June, loading/installing all the instrument systems and terminating the deeptow cable
for SUESI. The cable termination was load tested to 8,000–10,000 pounds for several minutes. Resistance on the tow
cable was 37 Ω for the core and 23 Ω for the shield to give a round trip resistance of 60.7 Ω.
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Figure 6. Left: Map of operations area, with seafloor sites (numbered red circles), 5 km transmitter tow-in and tow-out
points (blue disks), and 10 km transmitter deployment point (yellow disk). See Appendix 2 for navigated receiver
positions. Right: Actual tow paths shown in blue.

We pushed off the dock at 08:00 on the 23rd June and arrived on station at 21:30 that night. We started deploying
instruments immediately, but at around 01:00 on the 24th the small deck crane failed and we had to switch to the larger
ship’s crane, which proved adequate for the job. We deployed the last instrument on site 4 at 10:45 on the 24th.
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Vulcan deployments were started at 12:40 on the 24th and SUESI was in the water at 15:45, reaching flying altitude of
100 m at 17:36. Towing continued until we lost transmission on the antenna at 22:44 on the 26th. We hauled SUESI
in and discovered mechanical damage on the antenna terminations, and a broken near electrode conductor. The near
antenna was replaced with a spare and SUESI was back at 100 m altitude at 03:56 on the 27th. Towing continued until
00:46 on the 28th.

By 04:30 we had SUESI and the Vulcan array on board, and commenced seafloor instrument recoveries. By 23:00 we
had recovered all instruments and sailed for port, tying up at 14:35 on the 29th.

The U.S. Navy was conducting operations in our area during the SUESI tows, and on a couple of occasions we had
to cut lines short or divert in order to meet their stand-off requirements. Figure 6 shows the layout of the seafloor
instruments, as well as the nominal and actual tow lines. We towed all the planned lines with the exception of the
run-out of line 6.

CURRENT METER DATA

Figure 7 shows the data collected by the current meter. There are clear tidal currents, peaking in amplitude 4 times
per day and reaching speeds of 8 cm/s. These are significantly higher than observed in the San Nicolas Basin, where
currents were mostly below 4 cm/s and only peaked at 6 cm/s once each day.

Figure 7. Data from the deployed current meter.

An interesting aspect of the current meter data is that seafloor currents swept through 360 degrees twice per day. Such
behavior was not observed in San Nicolas Basin to the southeast, where currents reversed direction twice per day.

OBEM and VULCAN DATA

Seafloor currents had a significant impact on the data quality for the OBEM instruments (see Figures 8 and 9), but
mostly affected the magnetic fields (which are more sensitive to instrument motion). There is little noise in the electric
field channels in the CSEM band of 10 seconds to shorter periods. The impact was variable, depending on instrument
location, but never sufficient to saturate the sensor channels, which means the data will be usable.
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Figure 8. Spectrograms of two channels from the instrument deployed at site 5, showing noise increasing 4 times a day
as a result of currents. Top panel is magnetic field, bottom panel is electric field. Vertical axis is frequency, horizontal
axis is day (of June, 2014), and color scale is V2/Hz.

Figure 9. Spectrograms of two channels from the instrument deployed at site 19. Top panel is magnetic field, bottom
panel is electric field. Note the signature of the CSEM transmitter early in day 28.

Figure 10 shows the spectrogram from one Vulcan, Moray, at a range of about 500 m from SUESI. The broad peak
in the spectrogram at around 0.2 Hz is from surface wave motion transmitted down the deep tow cable and along the
array cable. The five turns required to tow the 6 lines are visible as changes in the noise levels and large attenuation in
the vertical field signal. In a uniform conductor, there is no vertical field in-line with a dipole antenna, which illustrates
why the vertical electric field can be a sensitive indicator of seafloor resistivity. The band of noise during day 27 shows
when we had to repair SUESI’s near antenna.
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Figure 10. Spectrograms of data channels from Vulcan Moray. Channel 1 is crossline electric field (Ex), Channel 2 is
inline electric field (Ey), and Channel 3 is vertical electric field (Ez).
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Appendix 1: Personnel

CONSTABLE STEVEN UCSD Chief Scientist 1. UC Employee
ARMERDING CHRIS UCSD Technician 1. UC Employee
KANNBERG PETER UCSD Graduate Student 1. UC Employee
KEY KERRY UCSD Scientist 1. UC Employee
ALEXANDER JAMES UCSD Volunteer 2. UC Volunteer
PEREZ JACOB UCSD Technician 1. UC Employee
SOUDERS JOHN UCSD Technician 1. UC Employee
Peter Kowalczyk OFG Observer 3. Non UC Employee
Antony Wass OFG Observer 3. Non UC Employee
Toru Kasuga Fukada Observer 3. Non UC Employee
Matt Frye BOEM Observer 3. Non UC Employee

OFG = Ocean Floor Geophysics
Fukada = Fukada Salvage & Marine Works.

Appendix 2: Navigated site locations

site name latitude longitude compass
s01 Koala 33.7659 -119.5889 226.3
s02 Stingray 33.7829 -119.5685 283.6
s03 Wobbygong 33.7983 -119.5472 338.6
s04 Skink 33.7133 -119.5906 9.4
s05 Devil 33.7395 -119.5602 209.0
s06 Joey 33.7564 -119.5384 62.8
s07 Bowerbird 33.7714 -119.5187 130.2
s08 Bandicoot 33.7931 -119.4846 28.7
s09 Pelican 33.6802 -119.5532 189.7
s10 Lorikeet 33.706 -119.5227 223.2
s11 Penguin 33.7225 -119.5019 14.9
s12 Quoll 33.7372 -119.482 120.0
s13 Corella 33.7618 -119.4509 259.8
s14 Cassowary 33.6534 -119.5241 149.5
s15 Potoroo 33.6787 -119.4937 355.2
s16 Magpie 33.6941 -119.4731 311.4
s17 Rabbit 33.7097 -119.4538 349.0
s18 Quokka 33.7345 -119.4234 49.4
s19 Cocky 33.6516 -119.4651 271.6
s20 Bilby 33.668 -119.4441 112.1
s21 Budgie 33.6823 -119.4257 72.4
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Appendix 3: Details of the transmitter and Vulcan array

Acoustics, long tranmit 9.0 KHz
DA-1119 receive 12.5 KHz

Acoustics, long tranmit 8.5 KHz
DA-0908 receive 12.5 KHz

SUESI
Altimeter
Valeport
Benthos
Contros CH4 sensor with pump
Serial Communication 2012 in ext. pressure case VMG-4-FS

10.0 meters 25 feet of 1/2" dia. copper electrode)
65.0 meters dipole center
110.0 meters 25 feet of 1/2" dia. copper electrode)

117.6 meters End of copper on 110 meter antenna

tranmit 12.5 KHz chinese finger
receive 15.0 KHz VMG-4-FS 15/32" ss quick link

Optical isolation and serial communicaiont 2012. Address=1
Termination required

Address=2
VMG-4-FS 15/32" ss quick link

chinese finger

8 channel data logger dipole chinese finger
ch.1 E-field, X, wing, horizontal 1 meter 15/32" ss quick link
ch.2 E-field, Y, stinger, horizontal 2 meter VMG-4-MP
ch.3 E-field, Z, fin, vertical 1 meter VMG-4-FS
ch.4 Accelerometer, X, wing, horizontal
ch.5 Accelerometer, Y, stinger, horizontal
ch.6 Accelerometer, Z, fin, vertical VMG-4-FS

Address=3 VMG-4-MP
15/32" ss quick link

chinese finger

8 channel data logger dipole chinese finger
ch.1 E-field, X, wing, horizontal 1 meter 15/32" ss quick link
ch.2 E-field, Y, stinger, horizontal 2 meter VMG-4-MP
ch.3 E-field, Z, fin, vertical 1 meter VMG-4-FS
ch.4 Accelerometer, X, wing, horizontal
ch.5 Accelerometer, Y, stinger, horizontal
ch.6 Accelerometer, Z, fin, vertical VMG-4-FS

Address=4 VMG-4-MP
15/32" ss quick link

chinese finger

8 channel data logger dipole chinese finger
ch.1 E-field, X, wing, horizontal 1 meter 15/32" ss quick link
ch.2 E-field, Y, stinger, horizontal 2 meter VMG-4-MP
ch.3 E-field, Z, fin, vertical 1 meter VMG-4-FS
ch.4 Accelerometer, X, wing, horizontal
ch.5 Accelerometer, Y, stinger, horizontal
ch.6 Accelerometer, Z, fin, vertical VMG-4-FS

Address=5 VMG-4-MP
15/32" ss quick link

chinese finger

8 channel data logger dipole chinese finger
ch.1 E-field, X, wing, horizontal 1 meter 15/32" ss quick link
ch.2 E-field, Y, stinger, horizontal 2 meter
ch.3 E-field, Z, fin, vertical 1 meter VMG-4-FS
ch.4 Accelerometer, X, wing, horizontal
ch.5 Accelerometer, Y, stinger, horizontal
ch.6 Accelerometer, Z, fin, vertical

Address=6
15/32" ss quick link

Termination required

tranmit 12.5 KHz
receive 8.0 KHz 15/32" ss quick link

Burn wire release system
Address=15

15/32" ss quick link

500 meters Falmat 
4 conductor RS-

422 cable SN 
500M-1302

0 meters

125 meters Falmat 
4 conductor RS-
422 cable (spiral 

wrapped on 110m 
SUESI antenna)

LBL  ATET 2013                     
Antenna Tail End 

Transponder
121.0 meters

VMG-4-FS VMG-4-MP

(10 m 500A antenna with

(110m 500A antenna with

SUESI 

Port Barracuda

Starboard 
Barracuda

1021.0 meters
Vulcan Data 

Logger 
System

621.0

821.0 meters
Vulcan Data 

Logger 
System

meters
Vulcan Data 

Logger 
System

All Vulcans to be new MKIV CPU versions.

Vulcan2 Serial Data Logger with 
RS422 communication, Parosci & 
compass, 2013 and Diode board.

Vulcan2 Serial Data Logger with 
RS422 communication, Parosci & 
compass, 2013 and Diode board.

1231.0 meters
LBL  BTET 2013                     

Tail End 
Transponder

1221.0 meters
Vulcan Data 

Logger 
System

10 meters 1/4" Amsteel 
Blue SN 0810

SUESI / Vulcan towed system arrangement for 
Santa Cruz Basin, June 2014.

X meter kevlar line to 
parachute drogue

Acoustics, LBL

Acoustics, LBL

VMG-4-FS 3.5 m 1/4" Amsteel Blue 
Pair SN 1305

3.5 m 1/4" Amsteel Blue 
Pair SN 1306

3.5 m 1/4" Amsteel Blue 
Pair SN1301

VMG-4-FS VMG-4-MP

   updated 5-9-14, JL

3.5 m 1/4" Amsteel Blue 
Pair SN xxxx

VMG-4-FS VMG-4-MP

3.5 m 1/4" Amsteel Blue 
Pair SN 1303

3.5 m 1/4" Amsteel Blue 
Pair SN 1309VMG-4-FS

200 meters Falmat 
4 conductor RS-

422 cable SN 
200M-1302

200 meters Falmat 
4 conductor RS-

422 cable SN 
200M-1304

200 meters Falmat 
4 conductor RS-

422 cable SN 
200M-1301

Vulcan2 Serial Data Logger with 
RS422 communication, Parosci & 
compass, 2013 and Diode board.

Vulcan2 Serial Data Logger with 
RS422 communication, Parosci & 
compass, 2013 and Diode board.

Vulcan2 Serial Data Logger with 
RS422 communication, Parosci & 
compass, 2013 and Diode board.

Vulcan2 Serial Data Logger with 
RS422 communication, Parosci & 
compass, 2013 and Diode board.

VMG-4-FS

Manta

Moray

Mullet

Marlin
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